73RD EDITION

The International Who’s Who 2010

Published annually since 1935, The International Who’s Who is now in its seventy-third edition. Providing hard-to-find biographical details for over 22,000 of the world’s most prominent and influential personalities, this outstanding reference work records the lives and achievements of men and women from almost every profession and activity – from heads of state to sporting greats.

The editorial team aims to include all those who have risen to the top of their field or profession – from the headline makers to the unsung experts whose achievements and talents guarantee their inclusion. Entries are taken from across the world and from a broad sweep of professions, to include the leading figures from the worlds of science, medicine, business, finance, politics, international affairs, diplomacy, law, art, music, entertainment and fashion, to name but a few. There is also a separate section that details reigning royal families.

Also available online at www.worldwhoswho.com!

June 2009: 279x211 (8½” x11¼”): 2,424pp
Hb: 978-1-85743-510-8
International Who’s Who in Popular Music 2009

The *International Who’s Who in Popular Music 2009* provides biographical details on some of the most talented and influential artists and individuals from the world of popular music. Now in its eleventh edition, it includes over 7,000 biographies charting the careers and achievements of pop, rock, folk, jazz, dance, world and country artists throughout the world.

**Key features:**
- each entry includes full biographical information: principal career details, recordings and compositions, honours and contact information where available
- spans the full range of the popular music industry, from rock to jazz and dance to country
- provides information on established names as well as up-and-coming artists
- a directory section provides details of music festivals, awards, organizations within the industry, and digital music sources
- for ease of reference, the book includes an index of music group members.

March 2009: 279x211 (8½"x11¼"): 664pp
Hb: 978-1-85743-514-6


‘An essential working tool for all those whose living and life are in the wonderful world of music.’ – Musical Opinion

‘So good as to be indispensable.’ – Opera

The *International Who’s Who in Classical Music 2009* is an unparalleled source of biographical information on singers, instrumentalists, composers, conductors and managers. The directory section lists orchestras, opera companies and other institutions connected with the classical music world.

Each biographical entry comprises personal information, principal career details, repertoire, recordings and compositions, and full contact details where available. Appendices provide contact details for national orchestras, opera companies, music festivals, music organizations and major competitions and awards.

Entries include individuals involved in all aspects of the world of classical music: composers, instrumentalists, singers, arrangers, writers, musicologists, conductors, directors and managers.

**Key features:**
- over 8,000 detailed biographical entries
- covers the classical and light classical fields
- includes both up-and-coming musicians and well-established names.

This book will prove invaluable for anyone in need of reliable, up-to-date information on the individuals and organizations involved in classical music.

March 2009: 279x211 (8½"x11¼"): 970pp
Hb: 978-1-85743-513-9

Set Offer!

International Who’s Who Classical/
Popular Music set 2009

March 2009: 279x211 (8½"x11¼"): 1960pp
Hb: 978-1-85743-515-3

reference@routledge.co.uk
International Who’s Who in Poetry 2009

The fifteenth edition of the *International Who’s Who in Poetry* is a unique and comprehensive guide to the leading lights and freshest talent in poetry today. Containing biographies of more than 4,000 contemporary poets world-wide, this essential reference work provides truly international coverage. In addition to the well known poets, talented up-and-coming writers are also profiled.

**Key features:**
- each entry provides full career history and publication details
- appendices section lists International prizes, organizations and poetry publications
- the career profile section is supplemented by lists of Poets Laureate.

2008: 279x211 (8 3/8”x11 1/4 ”): 424pp
Hb: 978-1-85743-483-5

International Who’s Who of Authors & Writers 2010

The *International Who’s Who of Authors and Writers* 2010 provides an invaluable and practical source of biographical information on the key personalities and organizations of the literary world.

Now in its twenty-fifth edition, the book is revised and updated annually by our editorial team and covers the most important authors and writers at work today. This title will prove an invaluable acquisition for journalists, television and radio companies, public and academic libraries, PR companies, literary organizations and anyone needing up-to-date information in this field.

**Key features:**
- almost 8,000 entries
- a directory section, including detailed lists of major international literary awards and prizes, principal literary organizations literary festivals and national libraries
- entries for established writers, as well as for those who have recently risen to prominence
- hundreds of new entries are included in this edition
- a special emphasis has been placed on Indian entrants this year, including both established and new writers, who have influenced the Indian domestic and international publishing markets.

August 2009: 279x211 (8 3/8”x11 1/4 ”): 864pp
Hb: 978-1-85743-528-3
7TH EDITION

International Who’s Who of Women 2010

‘Valuable and unique, this work promises to be useful to academic, public, and business libraries, and to corporations, the media, and organizations and associations.’ – Choice

‘This is a clear, accurate and up-to-date volume produced to Europa’s usual high standards.’ – Reference Reviews

The most influential and distinguished women throughout the world are brought together in this unique single volume publication.

Listing nearly 7,000 entries from a variety of backgrounds, this new seventh edition reflects the significant role of women in modern society. A one-stop research tool making reference quick and easy, recognizing established personalities as well as women who are rising to prominence.

Key features:

• each entry includes: nationality, date and place of birth, education, family details, career, awards and publications, leisure interests, address and telephone numbers, and email and internet addresses where available

• comprehensive biographies of women from all occupational fields are included: politics, finance, business, academia, science, literature, the media, fashion, the arts, medicine, sports and many more.

October 2009: 279x211 (8 ½” x 11¼”): 972pp
Hb: 978-1-85743-537-5

6TH EDITION

Who’s Who in International Affairs 2009

This sixth edition of Who’s Who in International Affairs provides, in one volume, biographical information on nearly 6,000 people prominent in the fields of international politics, diplomacy, law and economic affairs throughout the world. As well as politicians and diplomats, the book also includes academics, think tank analysts, and journalists, among others, who are active in, or relevant to, the world of foreign affairs. Who’s Who in International Affairs is thus an invaluable guide to the lives and careers of the most important figures in international affairs today. Each entry is clearly laid out, with the international figure’s personal details, education, career, publications and contact information conveniently divided into sections. In addition to the biographical information, an extensive index section is included, where entrants are listed once by nationality and for many by selected organizations for which they work.

Also provided is the Directory of Diplomatic Missions appendix that lists by country all embassies and diplomatic missions to other countries around the world, including missions to the United Nations. Listings include contact information and names of ambassador or head of mission.

2008: 279x211 (8 ½” x 11¼”): 924pp
Hb: 978-1-85743-479-8

www.worldwhoswho.com
reference@routledge.co.uk
At the forefront of biographical reference, the *World Who’s Who* provides easy-to-locate details for almost 60,000 of the world’s most eminent personalities.

As well as including all the entries listed in *The International Who’s Who*, *World Who’s Who* contains details of individuals contained in all of the biographical reference series titles, bringing an extra level of depth in the fields of the arts, international affairs and including many women for the first time.

**Key Features**

- Quick and easy access to current biographical details for the most prominent and influential individuals around the world
- Provides hard-to-find contact details and informs on career moves
- A section on royal families provides at-a-glance information on reigning monarchs
- Researched thoroughly and updated on a regular basis to provide current information
- Advanced search functions enable users to search by name, nationality, place and date of birth and by profession
- From heads of state to celebrity chefs, all are included.

To register for a free trial, for pricing information, or to subscribe, please contact us at:

**UK/Rest of World**
Taylor & Francis Reference Online, 2 Park Square, Milton Park, Abingdon, OXON, OX14 4RN
Email: online.sales@tandf.co.uk  Tel: +44 (0) 20 7017 6062  Fax: +44 (0) 20 7017 6699

**North and South America**
Taylor & Francis Reference Online, 270 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
Email: e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com  Tel: 888-318-2367  Fax: 212-244-1563

For more information about any of our online products please visit [www.online.taylorandfrancis.com](http://www.online.taylorandfrancis.com)